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Sat Priya Group of Institutions, Rohtak
Approved by AICTE and Affiliated to Maharishi Dayanand University, Rohtak

Promoting Excellence in Education Since-2007

SPGOI approved by AICTE is established with the aim of imparting quality education with emphasis
on both technical and theoretical aspects. Besides curricular activities, sports and excursions form an
integral part of the college curriculum. Utmost efforts are being placed to provide world class
teaching, learning environment with modern pedagogy and most advanced technical infrastructure.
Apart from this, we strongly feel that true education involves much more and much beyond the
inherent knowledge of the course material. With a pledge to make students well prepared and
confident to excel, a strong foundation of becoming independent learners, with a mastery of
process skills and sound understanding of concepts, is laid during the course.
We provide the students a number of opportunities to participate in various co-curricular activities
in niche areas like communication skills, personality development, right body language, group
discussions etc. We also have enlightening and inspirational lectures for the students from
distinguished dignitaries and experts from industries to instill in the students a feel of the corporate
culture, a sense of discipline and punctuality at a young age.
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Chairman message
It is my privilege to greet you on behalf of SPGOI.
We believe that excellence in education is achieved
when it is student oriented and delivered with
scientific and creative teaching approaches by
skilled professors who love their subjects and their
students. Students cannot become gems until they
are polished by good teachers. Dedicated and
Effective teachers are harbingers of good education.
Keeping this in mind we always look for excellent
faculty and infrastructure.

Sh. Mukesh Arya
Chairman, SPGOI, Rohtak

Academic Excellence, Holistic Education, Global
Relevance and Values continue to be the foundation
of SPGOI. I am confident these four aspects will
always define learning at SPGOI.

We are deeply entrenched in the process of building
an academic culture that is based on the norms of merit-based advancement and putting structures
in place that would help build and sustain top-quality programs. We continue to pump in additional
resources (like more high-tech labs, advancements in library, workshop equipments etc) which are
needed to create an outstanding institution. We are aware that building a world-class institute is a
gradual and painstaking process, but, the journey to excellence is well and truly on its way.
All The Best!
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Director’s Message
At the outset I extend my warm welcome to you all who will be
joining our organization in the coming semester. The organization
also welcomes you to years of enriching experience that you are
going to cherish all your life. You must keep in mind that the
achievement and reputation of the college rests on your shoulders.

Dr. Dolly Dhall
Director
Ph.D., M.Tech. , MCA

Hope you will contribute towards the achievement though your
whole hearted co-operation with the teachers and college
authorities in maintaining academic sanctity, preserving discipline,
sincerity, integrity by virtue of your inherent talent and
perseverance by your traditionalism, so that your institute will
achieve its mission and vision.

At the end, I wish you all a bright prospect through interaction with
your experienced teachers so as to enable you to imprint a hallmark in your
career.
Wishing you the very best in your career and life!
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SALIENT FEATURES
Sat Priya Group of Institutions, Rohtak was set up by Sat Priya Mehamia Memorial Educational Trust
with the approval of AICTE and affiliation to Maharishi Dayanand University Rohtak, Haryana. Sole
motive behind laying the foundation of SPGOI was to develop a college where the young aspirants
can acquaint themselves with latest technology innovations and management concepts.

“The prime focus of the college is on in depth education, continuous monitoring and evaluation
through tutorials.”

Experienced and Competent faculty with industry background
Regular workshops, seminars, presentations with case study focus
Fully furnished labs with modern infrastructure
IT friendly campus-WI-FI Networking-24 hrs
Facility of Educational loans from Banks
Extensive industry interaction
Transport facility available
100% placement Assistance

SPGOI students learn to approach the world with confidence, diligence and ingenuity-a natural
outcome of the curriculum and beyond the curriculum activities that inspire intellectual and creative
growth.
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The Campus community is a mixture of life styles and personalities.


PROBLEM SOLVING

To assist students, outsides the class and to solve their problems, we have developed a unique
concept of “Problem Solving”. In this methodology, Faculty members are available after the college
hours to solve the problems of students.


PROGRESS REPORT

SPGOI generates ‘Progress Report Card’ for each student showing the marks obtained by each
student per subject including practical during the academic year/semester and mid-term
examinations. These Progress report cards are also sent to student’s parents so that they can know
the Performance of their child.


COUNSELLING&SEMINARS

In today challenging world, only bookish knowledge is not sufficient for a student to achieve success
in life. To overcome this, we conduct Seminars, Individual & Group Counseling to develop effective
communication skill and Confidence in our students so that they can face the world.


UNIQUE SYSTEM OF COMMUNICATION

Each Faculty member is entrusted with a batch of 20 students. He acts as a friend, philosopher and a
guide for his/her student so that they come up with their queries. The personal interaction based on
old Guru and Shishya tradition generates a healthy academic environment. She/he also maintains
the communication with the guardians to make them aware them about the overall performance of
the student.


CAREER DEVELOPMENT CELL

The cell provides all the career counseling and development services to the students, so that they
develop effective presentation and marketing skills. The center also provides ‘Career Counseling ‘and
guidance for occupational preparedness. Effective English for business communication is also offered
by the center.
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Vision
The Vision of the trust is to develop, SPGOI as one of the leading engineering
institute of the country and a vibrant hub of higher technical education, to
be for rearing the future leaders of the country. To achieve this milestone
we will not leave a single stone unturned and we’ll try what the technology
these days have to offer.

Mission
The basic mission of the trust is to provide education and training to all
eligible students and aspirants of learning, in various disciplines, irrespective
of their caste, creed, color or community. The organization is committed to
provide highest quality of infrastructure and education in selective fields of
technical education through SPGOI.

Values
Some people live and die for their values and those are the people who
achieve all heights in their career. At Sat Priya, we teach our students,
values for life and their importance for achieving the goals they have set in
their career. We believe that all individuals are equal and these are the kind
of values what we inculcate in students.

Goal:






Preparing all the students for successful careers based on strong moral and ethical
foundation.
To enable the students to develop their own abilities and talents and
discover their teaming to the fullest by providing them the guidance
of highly qualified and dedicated faculty.
To be an academic institution in dynamic equilibrium with its social,
ecological and economic environment striving continuously for
excellence in education, research and technological service to the
nation.
Creating a work culture where teacher enjoys facilitation and learner
enjoys learning for research & development as well as take
initiatives.

Approvals


All INDIA COUNCIL OF TECHNICAL EDUCATION(AICTE), GOVT OF
INDIA (The statutory body established for proper planning & Coordinate development of technical education system throughout the
country)



AFFLIATIATED with Maharishi Dayanand University(MDU),Rohtak,
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DISCIPLINE





Discipline is the defining fire by which talent becomes ability.
Discipline is the way of life in vidyashala. It is a vital factor in
shaping one’s personality. It is inculcated in the pupils not as an
imposition but as a normal growth under the process of training
in itself discipline and self help in every activity.
The college is a community in which a large number of people
live closely together. The college rules are intended to help
preserve a happy harmonious atmosphere for all those living
and working in college. Students are required to observe
discipline and follow norms in every matter of college whether
it is academic and administrative, Good conduct and academic excellence is the watchwords of
the institution.

ATTENDANCE




Special care is taken to maintain all-round discipline in the college. Students must attend their
classes regularly. According to the rules of the institute students must have 75% attendance or
above in each subject for being eligible to appear in university examinations.
Remaining absent from the college without prior permission of the authority is strictly
prohibited.
If a student remains absent for continuous 10 working days or has attendance lesser than 75%
he/she will be detained from the institute.

SEEKING GUIDANCE




Incase hostel related problems, the students is required to contact the warden for any additional
help, and he/she should contact the class in-charge and HOD.
For any study related matters the student is required to contact the subject teacher first.
For any personal problems student should feel free to first contact the class in-charge and then
HOD and later the Director.

Ragging is Strictly Prohibited
Ragging is totally prohibited in SPGOI. So-called introduction by
individual and by group is banned. The institute has adopted
zero tolerance policy towards ragging. The college has
appointed ‘Anti Ragging Squad’ consisting of senior professors
and faculty on duty during day and night to ensure that no
ragging incident happens in the college premises as well as in
the hostel.
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Courses Offered

 Masters of Technology (M.Tech)
1. Computer Science & Engineering – 18 Seats
2. Electronics & Communication Engineering – 12 Seats
3. Civil Engineering(Transportation Engg.) – 24 Seats
4. Mechanical Engineering – 12 Seats

 Bachelors of Technology (B.Tech)
1. Electronics & Communication Engineering – 60 Seats
2. Computer Science & Engineering - 60 Seats
3. Mechanical Engineering - 60 Seats
4. Civil Engineering - 60 Seats

 Masters of Computer Administration (MCA) – 60 Seats
 Bachelors of Computer Application (BCA)- 60 Seats
 Masters in Business Administration (MBA)- 30 Seats
 Bachelors of Business Administration (BBA) – 60 Seats
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ADMISSIONS

Admissions in different approved quotas shall be made strictly on the
basis of merit and satisfying the eligibility criteria and interview.

DOCUMENTS REQUIRED







Duly filled Application Form.
3 passport size photographs.
Self attested and original copies of all the certificates.
Character Certificate from the institute last attended.
Migration Certificate (Original).
Proof of SC/ST, if the student is from schedule caste/ tribe
background, with income proof.
 Copy of Aadhar Card
 Copy of Parivar Pehchan Patra
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ELIGIBILITY CRITERIA
Course & Duration

Eligibility



Passed Bachelor’s Degree or equivalent in the relevant field. Obtained at least

M.Tech

50% marks (45% marks in case of candidates belonging to reserved category) in

(2 years)

the qualifying examination.



Passed 10+2 examination with Physics/ Mathematics / Chemistry/ Computer
Science/Electronics/Information Technology/ Biology/Informatics Practices/
Biotechnology/ Technical Vocational subject/ Agriculture/ Engineering
Graphics/ Business Studies/Entrepreneurship.(Any of the three) Obtained at
least 45% marks (40% marks in case of candidates belonging to reserved
category) in the above subjects taken together. OR Passed min. 3 years Diploma
examination with at least 45% marks (40% marks in case of candidates
belonging to reserved category) subject to vacancies in the First Year, in case
the vacancies at lateral entry are exhausted. (The Universities will offer suitable
bridge courses such as Mathematics, Physics, Engineering drawing, etc., for the
students coming from diverse backgrounds to achieve desired learning
outcomes of the programme)



Passed BCA/ Bachelor Degree in Computer Science Engineering or equivalent
Degree. OR Passed B.Sc./ B.Com./ B.A. with Mathematics at 10+2 Level or at
Graduation Level (with additional bridge Courses as per the norms of the
concerned University). Obtained at least 50% marks (45% marks in case of
candidates belonging to reserved category) in the qualifying examination.



Passed Bachelor Degree of minimum 3 years duration. Obtained at least 50%
marks (45% marks in case of candidates belonging to reserved category) in the
qualifying examination.



Senior Secondary Examination(10+2) from the Board of School Education
Haryana, Bhiwani with 45% marks in aggregate or an equivalent programme
recognized by the University.
OR
Three years diploma course conducted by State Board of Technical Education as
equivalent thereto.

B.Tech
(4 years)

MCA
(2 Years)

MBA
(2 years)

BBA & BCA
(3 years)
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FEE STRUCTURE(2021-22
Course & Duration

FEE STRUCTURE



AnnualFee: Rs. 66250(payable in two installments)



AnnualFee: Rs. 66250(payable in two installments)



AnnualFee: Rs. 45250(payable in two installments)



AnnualFee: Rs. 45250(payable in two installments)



AnnualFee: Rs. 25350(payable in two installments)

M.Tech
(2 years)

B.Tech
(4 years)

MCA
(2 Years)

MBA
(2 years)
BBA & BCA
(3 years)
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FACILITIES AND INFRASTRUCTURE
The founders of SPGOI have been very methodical in the architecture of the building of the college
and the campus management. The campus is spread over a vast area of over 25 acres which includes
world class infrastructure and lush green lawns and fields to give the campus a more eco-friendly
look. The entire campus is no-smoking and pollution free in context to noise, water or air. The
adjoining areas are green and also pollution free.
The campus has the lecture halls, seminar halls, conference rooms and the laboratories of different
batches and departments. There are at present more than 1700 students pursuing their graduation
and post graduation degree from institute.
The college has power back –up, high rating electrical generators, Wi-Fi internet on entire campus.
The campus also consist of well maintained Badminton Courts, Table Tennis Court, Cricket Field,
Basket Ball Field, Volley ball and Football Field.
To further highlight the facilities and the infrastructure we would like to put light on a few facilities
available in the institute.
LECTURE HALLS



Lecture halls are spacious and fully air conditioned
to create a perfect atmosphere for long hours of
learning.



Keeping in mind the upcoming technologies and
developments, LCD projectors are provided in the
lecture halls for a better and interesting mode of
teaching and understanding for the students.



Every lecture hall is also equipped with a board.

CENTRE OF COMPUTING AND NETWORKING
(CCN)
To facilitate the use of the latest information technology in the institute’s
teaching, learning, research and administration ; to provide an excellent network
environment that facilitates the access and exchange of information; to put
innovation in the technology transfer to assist the institute in its mission; to
enable faculty, staff and students to use the computer and network resources
effectively and to Provide the best quality IT services in the region, the computer
centre at SPGOI continued to re-engineer the process of its service operations for
increased productivity and better quality. The computer centre consist of over
350 computer sets that provide computing facilities of the latest machines linked
to a wide range of software, communication and print services.
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PERSONALITY DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMME (PDP)

In order to nurture and groom Engineering and Management students into productive and efficient
technocrats, managers, SPGOI has developed a special personality Development Programme. It
focuses on well balanced development and growth of students so that they become useful citizens
who can creatively solve Life’s and business challenges successfully. The programme develops the
students’ physical, mental and creative abilities in a balanced manner.
This helps in creating and sharpening students’ skills into core competencies. Further, it assists in
reducing the lead time in adjusting to difficult corporate circumstances at the time of joining
industry jobs. Students who have undergone this training in the past are already working
successfully working as ‘STAR PERFORMERS’ in large companies.
We believe this programme will give extra thrust and confidence to the students in becoming
productive and efficient technocrats and managers. Further, the students gather administrative skills
into becoming better and cohesive team players. Our PDP Training produces positive thinking,
cheerful and confident managers/entrepreneurs. They are groomed to motivate team members and
provide leadership through service skills.
We want our students to ‘Think Smart, Work Smart’.
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CANTEEN

As we know that, "a healthy mind can only reside in a healthy body”, healthy and delicious food,
with special delicacies for each day are available in the canteen during lunch interval at reasonable
prices.
College is running a Cafeteria in the campus on the fourth floor with terrace and panoramic view
which provides tea/ coffee, soft drinks and fast food items at nominal cost. A committee of faculty
members regularly checks the quality of food
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FOR TRAINING AND PLACEMENT
The interface of academia and corporate is necessary for the grooming and nurturing of the
students. The teachers help the students with academic inputs and the Corporate helps to imbibe
the need of the changing corporate scenario. Keeping this very important aspect of an educational
institution, we have a Corporate Resource Centre (CRC) headed by a director, who has got rich
corporate and academic experience. For any graduating student, placement is the culmination of all
the hard work he has put. We deem it our duty to give our students a cutting edge to enable them to
face the growing competition both at national and global level.
The CRC works all through the year towards generating placement and training opportunity for the
students. Reputed industrial houses across the country visit our college regularly for the campus
recruitment programs. The prime objective of the division is to facilitate its graduating students and
industry by providing a meeting ground where the prospective employer companies can identify
suitable candidate for placement in their organization with view to our objective of 100%
employment of our students and to assist students in securing best available jobs, the CRC follows
two fold approaches:
1. By getting the students to be industry prepared and
2. Inviting companies to the campus and acting as in interface between students and industry
by facilitating the selection process of potential employers.
We focus on the charging and prepare them for the same. It helps students in planning their career
path and prepares them to enter the world of industry. We believe in motivating candidates for a
fruitful education career and encouraging them to be self-reliant and skilful. We also conduct
replacement talk for students of all the batches as regular feature of their curriculum. This help the
students develop skills like aptitude test, vocabulary test, spoken English, analytical reasoning, group
discussion skills and interview skills.

Facilities made available to the students through CRC:







Arranging campus interviews for final year students for their recruitments.
Arranging guest lecturers of eminent personalities from industry for career counseling.
Arranging workshops on different topics.
Co-ordination for industrial visits for students.
Co-coordinating with different departments for arranging technical seminars.
Arranging personality development programs, including mock interviews, written test and group
discussions.

We maintain a comprehensive data bank of the students, which is updated on regular basis to ensure that all the
eligible students get opportunities to appear for the interviews. Placements notices are displayed on college notice
board and the college website. They are also intimated through their personnel e-mails. We keep on track with the
previous year data bases. We identify and prepare a database of prospective employers.
Invitations are sent to the prospective companies along with all relevant information to participate in the campus
recruitment. We also encourage students to participate in off campus drives. We send out students to the companies
independently in case that particular company does not have a policy of campus recruitment. CRC looks after all
arrangements to be made for the purpose of conducting campus interview including the Pre Placement talks, the
written tests, to the final interviews.
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Message from T&P Department
Placement: Top Priority
The placement of the students has always been the top priority of all engineering colleges.
With a mission of great success, placement cell of Sat Priya Group of Institutions, Rohtak is
making all fruitful efforts round the year. College holds on-campus placement drives at
regular intervals to provide suitable platform to the students of final year. Not only this,
various activities like Guest lecture from renowned personality of industrial background as
well as many personality development programmes have been organized by placement cell to
improve the overall performance of the students. Keeping in mind the competition, students
are regularly monitored for their aptitude and logical reasoning test. Also, they are prepared
for interviews through mock drills.

Functions & Responsibilities of Training & Placement Cell
The department of Training and Placement, of the institute has these following functions and
responsibilities:









Nurtures Industry Institute interaction, by organizing and coordinating frequent
industrial visits, in-plant training and projects of industrial relevance for the students,
with the sole aim of zeroing down the hiatus between the industry and the academia.
Receives and forwards the feedback pertinent to curriculum improvement from the
visiting companies to the faculty, to ensure that the curriculum follows the latest
industrial trends.
Helps every student define his/her career interest through individual expert
counseling.
Makes available updated database and job profile of the companies and thus helps
each student analyze and choose company of his interest.
Organizes and coordinates Campus Placement Program, to fulfill its commitment of a
job to every aspirant.
Works towards continuing education for the college employees
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Training and Placement Procedure
Placement Procedure






Invitation sent to company/organization with relevant information.
Company gives their consent and sent soft copy of all details and PPT (Pre-placement talk)
Material.
On receipt of consent, the placement office calls for students to submit resumes before
specified dates.
Placement team schedules the date for campus interviews as per the convenience.
After the selection process the company needs to send the offer letters to the placement
office to hand over to students.

Industrial Summer Training
As per the University curriculum Industrial summer training is necessary for all B. Tech.
students to provide Industrial exposure. It will help students to gain extra knowledge and
make them acclimatize with the working atmosphere of the company. In order to provide
better training options, TP cell liaison with many company and industries. After completion
of 6 weeks training students are required to submit the reports and have to present the
seminar on their training.

Tours and Industrial Visit
Various tours and visits have been organized by TP cell to various industries to make the students
interacted with manufacturing processes and machines available in these industries. This really helps
students to improve their practical knowledge.
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Our Recruiters
We would like to thank our recruiters for their support and the interest they have
shown in Sat Priya Group of Institutions, Rohtak.
Some of our recruiters include:
MND Technologies

Royal Bank Of Scotland

HCL Technologies

VSA India

Genpact

OfferBean Pvt. Ltd.

David & Morgan

FLY Group

Global Logic

Religare

ICS Group

Reliance Communication

Envision

LPS

IDBI

ICICI Bank

Dot Square

Atlas Cycles Ltd.

Indigo Airlines

WIPRO

HKG ROX INFOTECH

Eureka Forbes

Bob Kay Polymer Irrigation Pvt. Ltd.

Next World Pvt. Ltd.

Cosmo Health Care

Perfect Bathing Luxury Pvt. Ltd.

Infocom Network Ltd.

ACB India Ltd.
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PinkCity Express Way Pvt. Ltd.

Minda Pvt. Ltd.

Muthoot Pvt. Ltd.

Sainik Aryan Group

Somani Ceramics Pvt. Ltd.

India Bulls Financial Services Ltd.

Lancer Shoes Pvt.Ltd.

J K Publishing House
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List of Placed Students
S.no Student’s Name

Company Name

1

Surbhi Chugh

MND Technologies

2

Jagdeep

Royal Bank Of Scotland

3

Manish Hooda

ICICI Bank

4

Jatin Katyal

J K Publishing House

5

Nitin Gupta

Gupta Constructions Pvt. Ltd.

6

Himanshu

PinkCity ExpressWay Pvt. Ltd.

7

Joginder Rathi

Minda Pvt. Ltd.

8

Rakesh Bansal

Lancer Shoes Pvt. Ltd.

9

Sarita Nandal

India Bulls Financial Services Ltd.

10

Shilpi Khokhar

Sainik Aryan Group

11

Swati Chugh

Muthoot Finance Ltd.

12

Vikas Garg

Somany Ceramics Ltd.

13

Parveen Bansal

Cosmo Health Care

14

Richu

Religare Securities Pvt. Ltd.

15

Pradeep

LPS Bossard

16

Madhu

IDBI Bank

17

Lalit

Perfect Bathing Luxury Pvt. Ltd.

18

Kavita

Next World Pvt. Ltd.

19

Garima Gulati

LPS

20

Bharat

Eureka Forbes

21

Amit Singh

Bob Kay Polymer Irrigation Pvt. Ltd.

22

Aman Munjal

Infocom Network Ltd.

23

Noor-E-Zaba

Co-ordinator MDU Rohtak

24

Geeta

HR Executive –MDU Rohtak

25

Vijay Lakshmi

Gaur Brahmin College
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26

Sangeeta

27

Sakshi Gupta

Bhagwan Parshu Ram Institute of
Enggineering & Technology
SPIMSAR

28

Reena

OJAS Institute Of Management

29

Rajat Gupta

Vaish College Rohtak

30

Manisha Sikka

SPIMSAR

31

Arun Bansal

Surya College Of Engg.& Technology

32

Anjali Chahal

SPIMSAR

33

Sandeep

LPS

34

Atul

LPS

35

Sumit Balhara

LPS

36

Parveen Kumar

ACB India Ltd.

37

Sushil Kimar

Atlas

38

Naveen Dangi

Atlas

39

Kush Sehgal

HKG ROX Infotech Ltd.

40

Shrey

Dot Square

41

Kanika

Envision

42

Pooja Maggu

Reliance Communication

43

Vinod Khanna

Global Logic

44

Kunal

ICS Group

45

Bhavesh

ICS Group

46

Ravinder

ICS Group

47

Sanjay

ICS Group

48

Ajay

ICS Group

49

Mohit

FLY Group

50

Sankalp

ICS Group

51

Rahul

HCL

52

Saloni

HCL

53

Aastha

HCL

54

Deepak

HCL

55

Manish Malik

Global Logic

56

Manish Gandhi

Offer Bean PVT. Ltd.
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57

Sandeep Pruthi

Offer Bean Pvt. Ltd.

58

Kapil

HCL Technologies

59

Mandeep

HCL Technologies

60

Priyanka

HCL Technologies

61

Kanika Khurana

David & Morgan

62

Divya Chawla

Genpact

63

Renu Girdhar

David & Morgan

64

Rajat

Offer Bean Pvt. Ltd.

65

Heena

Offer Bean Pvt. Ltd.

66

Sandeep

MND Tehnologies

67

Shimpi Gandhi

MND Tehnologies

68

Manish Jain

MND Tehnologies

69

Lalit Juneja

MND Tehnologies

70

Nupur Sharma

MND Tehnologies

71

Kanchan Rapneja

MND Tehnologies

72

Surbhi Chugh

MND Tehnologies
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ADMISSION FORM

PART- A

SESSION: (2021 – 2022)
Programme applied for(Marks in the box)

MBA

BBA

1. Name of the Candidate

College Roll No.___________________________________

2. Father Name

3. Mother Name
4. Address for Correspondence

Pin Code:___________________________ Distt __________________________________ State________________________________
5. Email Id:_____________________________________________________ Mobile No.__________________________________________
6. Date of Birth:________________________________________________ Aadhar No._________________________________________
7. Gender _____________________________________________________ Nationality:__________________________________________
8. If foreigner/NRI, Passport No.____________________________ Religion:____________________________________________
8. Which Category you belong to: SC/ST/OBC/General:__________________________________________________________
9. Father/Guardian’s Name & Occupation :________________________ Parents Mobile No.__________________________
10. Father/Guardian’s annual income: _______________________________ Are you a single girl child? Yes/No
11. Accommodation: (Yes/No) Hostel Seat required: ___________________Own Arrangement___________________

ADMISSION TEST DETAILS

CMAT(MBA) ROLL No._______________________________________ Rank __________________________________________________

PROGRAMME APPLIED
A. Bachelor of Business Administration ___________________
B. Master of Business Administration

___________________

ACADEMIC RECORD
Institute Last Attended:___________________________________________________________________________________________________
Exam Passed

Year

Board/University

Division/CGPA

Percentage

10th
12th
Diploma
UG
PG

DECLARATION
I, _____________________________ declare that all the information given in this application form is true to the best of my
knowledge. I assure that I shall abide by all the rules and regulations of the institute that are in vogue now as well as those
which come into force from later time-to-time. I further assure that I would do nothing inside or any information herein is
found to be incorrect or (2) I am found indulging in any act of indiscipline or (3) I fail to pay the dues in time. I shall be
liable to any punishment awarded by the institute, this may include striking off my name from the rolls of the institute.

Date:

Signature of candidate

CERTIFICATE FROM THE FATHER/GUARDIAN
I, ________________________ _________father/Guardian of Mr./Ms.___________________________________, who is a candidate for admission
to the institute. Certify that I am the bonafide guardian of the candidates. I assure that the candidate and I shall abide by all
the rules and regulations of the institute , which are in vogue now as well as those which may come into force later form
time to time . Also all the required fees will be paid in time .

Date:

Signature of Parent/Guardian

ENCLOSURES: (Please  tick the items enclosed with the application)
1. 3 Copy of Mark sheet of 10th class

___________

2. 3 Copy of Mark sheet of 12th class

_____________

3. 3 Copy of Mark sheet of UG

___________

4. Original Migration Certificate & 3 Copy also

_____________

5. 3 Copy of Certificate SC/ST/OBC, if any

___________

6. 3 Copy of Merit/Score Sheet of Admission test _____________

7. 3 Copy of Diploma/Provisional Certificate ___________
9. Original SC/ST/OBC Income certificate

___________

8. 3 copy of Aadhar Card
10. Original Gap Year Certificate

_____________
_____________

ADMISSION FORM

PART- A

SESSION: (2021 – 2022)
Programme applied for(Marks in the box)

MCA

BCA

1. Name of the Candidate

College Roll No.____________________________________

2. Father Name

3. Mother Name
4. Address for Correspondence

Pin Code:___________________________ Distt __________________________________ State________________________________
5. Email Id:________________________________________________________Mobile No.________________________________________
6. Date of Birth:________________________________________________ Aadhar No._________________________________________
7. Gender _____________________________________________________ Nationality:__________________________________________
8. If foreigner/NRI, Passport No.____________________________ Religion:____________________________________________
8. Which Category you belong to: SC/ST/OBC/General:__________________________________________________________
9. Father/Guardian’s Name & Occupation :________________________ Parents Mobile No.__________________________
10. Father/Guardian’s annual income :_______________________________ Are you a single girl child ? Yes/No
11. Accommodation : (Yes/No) Hostel Seat Required :___________________Own Arrangement___________________

ADMISSION TEST DETAILS

OLET (MCA) ROLL No._______________________________________ Rank __________________________________________________

PROGRAMME APPLIED
A. Bachelor of Computer Application

___________________

B. Master of Computer Applications

___________________

C. Master of Computer Applications (Leet)

___________________

ACADEMIC RECORD
Institute Last Attended:___________________________________________________________________________________________________
Exam Passed

Year

Board/University

Division/CGPA

Percentage

10th
12th
Diploma
UG
PG

DECLARATION
I, _____________________________ declare that all the information given in this application form is true to the best of my
knowledge. I assure that I shall abide by all the rules and regulations of the institute that are in vogue now as well as those
which come into force from later time-to-time. I further assure that I would do nothing inside or any information herein is
found to be incorrect or (2) I am found indulging in any act of indiscipline or (3) I fail to pay the dues in time. I shall be
liable to any punishment awarded by the institute, this may include striking off my name from the rolls of the institute.

Date:

Signature of candidate
CERTIFICATE FROM THE FATHER/GUARDIAN

I, ________________________ _________father/Guardian of Mr./Ms.___________________________________, who is a candidate for admission
to the institute. Certify that I am the bonafide guardian of the candidates. I assure that the candidate and I shall abide by all
the rules and regulations of the institute , which are in vogue now as well as those which may come into force later form
time to time . Also all the required fees will be paid in time .

Date:

Signature of Parent/Guardian

ENCLOSURES: (Please  tick the items enclosed with the application)
1. 3 Copy of Mark sheet of 10th class

___________

2. 3 Copy of Mark sheet of 12th class

_____________

3. 3 Copy of Mark sheet of UG

___________

4. Original Migration Certificate & 3 Copy also

_____________

5. 3 Copy of Certificate SC/ST/OBC, if any

___________

6. 3 Copy of Merit/Score Sheet of Admission test _____________

7. 3 Copy of Diploma/Provisional Certificate ___________
9. Original SC/ST/OBC Income certificate

___________

8. 3 copy of Aadhar Card
10. Original Gap Year Certificate

_____________
_____________

ADMISSION FORM

PART- A

SESSION: (2021 – 2022)
Programme applied for(Marks in the box)

B.Tech.

B.Tech.(Leet)

1. Name of the Candidate

M.Tech.

College Roll No.____________________________________

2. Father Name

3. Mother Name
4. Address for Correspondence

Pin Code:___________________________ Distt __________________________________ State________________________________
5. Email Id:________________________________________________________Mobile No.________________________________________
6. Date of Birth:________________________________________________ Aadhar No._________________________________________
7. Gender _____________________________________________________ Nationality:__________________________________________
8. If foreigner/NRI, Passport No.____________________________ Religion:____________________________________________
8. Which Category you belong to: SC/ST/OBC/General:__________________________________________________________
9. Father/Guardian’s Name & Occupation :________________________ Parents Mobile No.__________________________
10. Father/Guardian’s annual income :_______________________________ Are you a single girl child ? Yes/No
11. Accommodation : (Yes/No) Hostel Seat Required :___________________Own Arrangement___________________

ADMISSION TEST DETAILS
AIEEE ROLL No._____________________________________________ Rank __________________________________________________
LEET(Engg.) ROLL No._______________________________________ Rank __________________________________________________
GATE(M.Tech.) ROLL No____________________________________ Rank __________________________________________________

A. UNDERGRADUATION PROGRAMMES (Mark  in the boxes)
1. B.Tech. in Civil Engineering
2. B.Tech. in Mechanical Engineering
3. B.Tech. in Computer Science & Engineering
4. B.Tech. in Electronics & Communications Engineering

B. POSTGRADUATION PROGRAMMES (Mark  in the boxes)
1. M.Tech. in Civil Engineering
2. M.Tech. in Mechanical Engineering
3. M.Tech. in Computer Science & Engineering
4. M.Tech. in Electronics & Communications Engineering
ACADEMIC RECORD
Institute Last Attended:___________________________________________________________________________________________________
Exam Passed

Year

Board/University

Division/CGPA

Percentage

10th
12th
Diploma
UG
PG
DECLARATION
I, _____________________________ declare that all the information given in this application form is true to the best of my
knowledge. I assure that I shall abide by all the rules and regulations of the institute that are in vogue now as well as those
which come into force from later time-to-time. I further assure that I would do nothing inside or any information herein is
found to be incorrect or (2) I am found indulging in any act of indiscipline or (3) I fail to pay the dues in time. I shall be
liable to any punishment awarded by the institute, this may include striking off my name from the rolls of the institute.

Date:

Signature of candidate
CERTIFICATE FROM THE FATHER/GUARDIAN

I, ________________________ _________father/Guardian of Mr./Ms.___________________________________, who is a candidate for admission
to the institute. Certify that I am the bonafide guardian of the candidates. I assure that the candidate and I shall abide by all
the rules and regulations of the institute , which are in vogue now as well as those which may come into force later form
time to time . Also all the required fees will be paid in time .

Date:

Signature of Parent/Guardian

ENCLOSURES: (Please  tick the items enclosed with the application)
1. 3 Copy of Mark sheet of 10th class

___________

2. 3 Copy of Mark sheet of 12th class

_____________

3. 3 Copy of Marksheet of UG

___________

4. Original Migration Certificate & 3 Copy also

_____________

5. 3 Copy of Certificate SC/ST/OBC, if any

___________

6. 3 Copy of Merit/Score Sheet of Admission test _____________

7. 3 Copy of Diploma/Provisional Certificate ___________
9. Original SC/ST/OBC Income certificate

___________

8. 3 copy of Aadhar Card
10. Original Gap Year Certificate

_____________
_____________

